Abstract. -Non-crystalline samples of FeF2, FeC12 and FeBr2 obtained from vapour deposition at low temperatures were converted into the crystalline phase by annealing with temperatures up to 800 K. It is found that FeClz and FeBr2 never convert directly from the non-crystalline to the usual crystalline state. diffraction that the material was non-crystalline. In particular, all three iron di-halides investigated (FeF,, FeCl,, and FeBr,) experience a magnetic transition at --20.5 K and show about the same saturation hyperfine (hf) field of -140 kOe for T -+ 0 K. Above the magnetic transition temperature a slightly broadened quadrupolar doublet is seen with a splitting about twice as large as those reported for the crystalline samples of the iron di-halides. Between 1.5 K and 30 K the samples could be thermally cycled without any noticeable irreversible effects. At higher temperatures, however, new hf pattern begin to appear which constitute the target of the present investigation.
The Mossbauer spectra for FeCI, and FeBr, in the temperature range between 100 and 300 K are shown in figures 1 and 2. The quadrppole splitting labeled A corresponds to the spectrum observed slightly above the magnetic transition temperature (20.5 K) of the non-crystalline material. The quadrupolar doublet seen at high temperatures (> 300 K) is labeled C. It is seen in rather pure form in figure 1, while we have not shown the pure spectrum C for FeBr, in figure 2, although it can be obtained rathei easily at temperatures around 350 K. From its hf parameters spectrum C can be easily identified as belonging to the normal crystalline phases of FeC1, and FeBr,. Not only is the value of the quadrupole splitting identical to that previously observed for crystalline samples, but also spectra obtained when the samples were again cooled to low temperatures (4.2 K) were those characteristic of the crystalline material. Figure 3 shows such spectra for FeBr,. It should be kept in mind that crystalline FeBr, has a N6el temperature of 11 K. In the magnetic regime the hf field at the iron is only 30 kOe due to the contribution of the unquenched angular momentum [7] . This rather complex magnetic behaviour is fully represented in figure 3 .
The most interesting feature of the spectra in figures 1 and 2 is the appearance of an intermediate phase which is characterized by the quadrupole splitting labeled B. It appears upon heating the noncrystalline samples to about 60 K. From figures 1 and 2 it can be seen that the conversion from phase A to phase B and from phase B to phase C (normal crystalline) takes place over a wide temperature range. The crystalline phase (C) begins to form at 120 K. All three phases can occur simultaneously. The relative intensities of the various phases in a Mossbauer spectrum depend primarily on the maximum annealing temperature and much less on the time spent at constant annealing temperature. This point is demonstrated in the top spectra of figure 2 : Keeping the sample for long times at constant temperatures results in a steady, but rather slow growth of phase B, while only a short time heating to more elevated temperatures leads to a much more pronounced increase in phase B. Temperature cycling shows that both phase transitions (A to B, and B to C ) are not reversible. In particular, recooling from above 100 K to 4.2 K indicates that the magnetic character of the original non-crystalline phase as described above is suppressed by the presence of phase B. The low temperature spectrum only shows the quadrupole splittings A and B but not the broad magnetic spectrum typical for pure phase A. Samples of FeF, show a slightly different behaviour. First, a much higher temperature (-800 K) is needed for the conversion to the crystalline form (spectrum C) : secondly no evidence of an intermediate phase B could be detected. The direct transition from spectrum A to spectrum C is again rather sluggish and irreversible. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the temperature variation of the quadrupole interaction in the various phases for three iron di-halides.
Samples of FeCl, and FeBr, were also prepared using a relatively high vapour pressure ( w lop3 torr) in the molecular beam oven. In this case the spectra showed only the quadrupole doublet B ; that is, the samples were produced directly in the intermediate phase with no evidence for the existence of the noncrystalline phase A which is the result of preparation a lower vapour pressure. For FeF,, changes in vapour pressure had no effect on the formation of the noncrystalline phase A which also was always produced in pure form. 3. Discussion. -For FeF, the quadrupole splitting of the non-crystalline form differs only little from that of the crystalline phase [5, 61 (see Fig. 6 ). This is consistent with the fact that the crystal is formed of linear molecules of FeF, arranged roughly end to end in lines forming more or less discrete layers. The molecular group is dominant and this is expected also in the non-crystalline form. The transition from one form to the other therefore is thought to involve little structural change.
The quadrupole splittings of all three halides in the non-crystalline form are about equal. This suggests a similarity of the non-crystalline structure ; presumably more or less discrete molecular units are present in all three cases. The crystal structures of FeCl, and FeBr, are (in contrast to FeF,) not of this form. This is also apparent from the much smaller absolute value of the quadrupole splitting and the relative stronger variation of quadrupole splitting with temperature in the crystalline forms of FeCl, and FeBr, ; both facts suggest a much closer spacing of the two lowest crystal field levels. A greater separation of the orbital states could be expected when the axial field strength is more pronounced as it is presumably the case in the noncrystalline form.
For FeC1, and FeBr, there is then a substantial change in structure between the non-crystalline and the crystalline forms. The appearance of an intermediate phase can thus be understood. Unfortunately little can be said at present about the actual structure of this phase B. It is suggestive, however, that this phase is formed directly from the high pressure vapour in which case it is known from mass spectroscopy that FeCl, and FeBr, are present to a considerable amount (-10-20 0/,) in the form of dimers [8, 9] . In this form the strongly axial structure of the single molecule is less pronounced and the quadrupole splitting would be expected to be smaller. This is indeed the case in the intermediate phase.
One curious feature of the present results is the suppression of the appearance of the magnetic transition in the non-crystalline phase by the presence of only a small amount of the intermediate phase. It is unlikely that the transition itself no longer occurs and it must be suggested that the observation of the magnetic hf spectrum is prevented by some type of relaxation of the spins. It is possible that the intermediate phase is formed preferentially along lines which effectively may average to zero within the characteristic time span divide the layer into small unconnected regions of the for Mossbauer spectroscopy. non-crystalline phase. Each of these regions could be of a size that would exhibit superparamagnetic
